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English Language

Component 2 2018 Question 2

C2 2018: Question 2
Read through the three examples below and record your first impressions of 
each response. 

Write a list of strengths and weaknesses for each one. Can you see any ways 
to improve them?

Example 1

All these examples are advertisements written with the purpose to inform and persuade citizens to 
buy health products. Text A is from 1652 about a coffee house in London, text B from 1751 published 
in a newspaper focused on the healing power of products and text C from a flyer in 1910 distributed 
to a wide audience.

Text A begins by giving background to the product advertised coffee in a hand bill. This can be seen 
in ‘THE Grain or Berry called coffee, groweth upon little trees, only in the deserts of Arabia.’ The use 
of the conjunction ‘or’ surrounding the common nouns ‘Grain’ and ‘Berry’ demonstrates a sense 
of unsureness as to what the product actually is that could present an air of intrigue about the 
mystery of this new discovery. The modifiers ‘innocent’ and ‘simple’ add to this to make coffee seem 
less dangerous. This is followed by the adjective ‘only’ acting as an intensifier juxtaposed with the 
prepositional phrase ‘in the deserts of Arabia’ using the proper noun ‘Arabia’ to illustrate a sense of 
the exotic to the reader. It perhaps also suggests a sense of exclusiveness through the emphasis on 
location that would appeal to the limited target audience of rich and wealthy people to further assert 
their prestige through the exotic foods they have experienced. This then continues with the mention 
of high status people in ‘all the Grand Seigniors Dominions’ demonstrating that the curator of the 
advert is appealing to the audience’s sense of wealth and social position as a way of persuading 
them to buy coffee.

The advertisement progresses into discussing the health benefits of the drink. The declarative 
multi-clausal sentences and the qualitative judgements through the persuasive connotations of 
success in positive adjectives like “good” and “excellent” help demonstrate the benefits. Alongside 
the instructional tone of expertise through the added comparitive ‘better’, the non finite clauses 
‘fasting … and not Eating’ and the time adverbs ‘an hour before’ and ‘an hour after’ this is a clever way 
of marketing the new product in the handbill. The second person pronoun ‘you’ directly targets the 
reader to not only enjoy the product but use it as a remedy. 
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Example 2

Texts such as advertisements have conventions, they usually use adjectives, persuasive language, 
alliteration, capitalisation and bold text. Particularly when promoting health products will consist 
of qualities of the products and its benefits, ingredients, side affects, possibly background of the 
products used and how to use it. 

Text C conforming to conventions of an advertisement straight a way with the opening heading 
‘Why suffer from Asthma?’ in bold with addition of the statement being a rhetorical question. This 
stands out to a reader and already gives them an idea of the subject topic, asthma. The use of a 
rhetorical question is also a convention of advertisements as it’s clear no one wants to suffer from 
asthma. This text is on a flyer and is likely to be handed out to people, posted through letter boxes, 
in magazines or newspapers or put up like a poster. Due to this large platform of distribution it’s 
possible for a mass majority to see it and therefore promote the product.

Through out text C, the repetition of ‘”Potter’s Asthma Cure”’ is constant to get it stuck in the readers 
head. In addition it’s displayed in speech marks giving the idea it’s being said, but also making it 
stand out. The use of speech marks is used for all products associated with the brand, ‘”Potter’s 
Asthma Cigarettes”’ and ‘”Potter’s Smoking Mixture”’. Also the ending of each paragraph is a sentence 
leading on to the next title, ‘”Potter’s Asthma Cure” is Almost Magical’ this technique makes it more 
likely a reader will follow on to the next paragraph and also makes the key words stand out.

There’s also a use of Norman Fairclough’s synthetic personalisation, opening with ‘You’ and also the 
use of adjectives in reference to how asthma makes them feel, ‘painful and prostrating’. But also 
describing the feeling after with adjectives ‘ease, comfort and sweet soothing relief.’

Conventionally of text C it referrences the types of methods for taking it, ‘put a little on a plate’, or 
‘use the inhaler’. This is conventional and the upselling sales technique of listing the products and 
the inhalers price ‘one shilling’. The text has a lexical field of medicine with low frequency jargon like 
the noun ‘paroxysms’. Readers will find it comforting to believe an expert, but also the adjectives 
‘marvellously’ and ‘magical’ make it seem amazing.
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Example 3

Text A is the oldest text and therefore differs from present day Standard English to a higher extent 
than B and C. This is visible as genre, audience and purpose are all shared, conventions are shared 
between the three.

On line 1 of Text A the 3rd person present tense affixation “-eth” is attached to the arcaic verb 
“groweth”, in reference to the coffee plants in Arabia. The diectic nature of the text “about half a pint” 
demonstrates the texts Middle English associations through the lack of precise enumerators.

The use of obsolete adjectives such as “lightsome” on line 16 furthers the differentiation between 
A and the other texts. Irregular Capitalisation throughout, such as the common noun “Drink” further 
evidences the plethora of grammatical irregularities. The use of grammatically irregular intensifier 
and premodifying adjective phrase “most excellent” reflects a convention of the genre, in the positive 
description of the product.

The u/v interchange present on the verb “preuent”, further exemplifies the contrast in language 
between texts.

The use of language specific to the semantic filed is present in line 19, the arcaic noun “Defluxion” 
and common noun “posset” on line 12. A level of pejoration is clear when examining common noun 
“Crudities” on line 10.

Text B differs from A, primarily due to the orthography, being from only 5 years before the release of 
the first English dictionary irregular spelling is less common yet still present.

The irregular capitalisation of intensifier “SO”, presents similarities with Text A when examining lexis 
such as plural common noun “Skins”.

The irregular punctuation of text B can be evidenced on line 1 with the misused colon, “heightened : 
And …”, establishing a contrast from Text C where this isn’t present. 

The post modifying adjective “nicest persons” establishes the clear amelioration that has occurred 
over time, on line 10.

A difference in text B when comparing to text A would be the use of an anecdote, “The CASE of Mr 
DOWNS of Cold-Bath Fields”, the irregular capitalisation throughout this heading presents a contrast 
with text C when observing a heading such as, “Relief-Instant Relief”. 
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Answers
Example 1

               AO2- though persuade is primary function 
All these examples are advertisements written with the purpose to inform and persuade 
          P     no reference to historical language periods
citizens to buy health products. Text A is from 1652 about a coffee house in London, text B 

from 1751 published in a newspaper focused on the healing power of products and text C 
           AO4 basic overview
from a flyer in 1910 distributed to a wide audience.

Text A begins by giving background to the product advertised coffee in a hand bill. This
 can be seen in ‘THE Grain or Berry called coffee, groweth upon little trees, only in the 
      PAO4            PAO4
deserts of Arabia.’ The use of the conjunction ‘or’ surrounding the common nouns ‘Grain’ 
     P AO3 engaging with meaning
and ‘Berry’ demonstrates a sense of unsureness as to what the product actually is that could 
    P    P AO3 recognising context   P  no precise term
present an air of intrigue about the mystery of this new discovery. The modifiers ‘innocent’ 
        P     AO3 interpreting
and ‘simple’ add to this to make coffee seem less dangerous. This is followed by the 
 P AO4                                P    P AO4 purposeful use of terms
adjective ‘only’ acting as an intensifier juxtaposed with the prepositional phrase ‘in the 
     P    AO4                                                P   AO3 engaging
deserts of Arabia’ using the proper noun ‘Arabia’ to illustrate a sense of the exotic to the 
	 						developing	argument																																													secure	understanding	P
reader. It perhaps also suggests a sense of exclusiveness through the emphasis on location 
  AO2 effective summary of audience    P 
that would appeal to the limited target audience of rich and wealthy people to further assert 
 P    intelligent discussion  P
their prestige through the exotic foods they have experienced. This then continues with the 
shaping	argument	P	 			AO3		 purposeful	discussion	of	context
mention of high status people in ‘all the Grand Seigniors Dominions’ demonstrating that the 

    P

curator of the advert is appealing to the audience’s sense of wealth and social position as a 
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  P   AO2	 secure	sense	of	genre
way of persuading them to buy coffee.
                                           developing discussion in new direction – clear topic sentence  
   The advertisement progresses into discussing the health benefits of the drink. The 
    P   P   no examples             P  nicely put                     P				
declarative multi-clausal sentences and the qualitative judgements through the persuasive 
     P AO4       AO2 apt examples
connotations of success in positive adjectives like “good” and “excellent” help demonstrate 
     P      P   AO2 secure point          																															
the benefits. Alongside the instructional tone of expertise through the added comparitive 
term?     P       AO4 secure use of terms                                        

‘better’, the non finite clauses ‘fasting … and not Eating’ and the time adverbs ‘an hour 
         clear focus on question
before’ and ‘an hour after’ this is a clever way of marketing the new product in the handbill. 
	 	 	 AO4																							 	 AO2	recognising	genre	features
The second person pronoun ‘you’ directly targets the reader to not only enjoy the product but 
    detailed understanding
use it as a remedy. 

Strengths

• Terms are used purposefully.

• Interpretation of the text is good: there is clear evidence of engagement with some insight.

• The style is fluent and adopts an appropriately academic tone.

• The argument develops logically with clear topic sentences.

• Knowledge is secure and linked appropriately to the question.

Areas for improvement

• The introductory overview is rather broad and does little more than reproduce the information 
on the paper. 

• The discussion of genre could perhaps have been more explicit at times with a clearer sense 
of conventions.

• The reference to ‘time adverbs’ is understandable, but not quite accurate (the quotation is 
made up of a noun phrase + adverb). If the function label ‘adverbial’ had been used, this 
would have broadened the range of terms. 
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Example 2
                                                                                                               lacks examples
Texts such as advertisements have conventions, they usually use adjectives, persuasive
           P

language, alliteration, capitalisation and bold text. Particularly when promoting health 
                             no need for predictions/expectations
products will consist of qualities of the products and its benefits, ingredients, side affects,
                                                        AO4 some overview
 possibly background of the products used and how to use it. 
                                              sensible focus on question
Text C conforming to conventions of an advertisement straight a way with the opening 
            P

heading ‘Why suffer from Asthma?’ in bold with addition of the statement being a rhetorical 
	 	 	 	 		 									AO3											basic	discussion	 	 	 P

question. This stands out to a reader and already gives them an idea of the subject topic, 
         P  AO2 some sense of genre
asthma. The use of a rhetorical question is also a convention of advertisements as it’s clear 
                                                                                 AO3 some sense of context
no one wants to suffer from asthma. This text is on a flyer and is likely to be handed out to 

people, posted through letter boxes, in magazines or newspapers or put up like a poster. 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 									P
Due to this large platform of distribution it’s possible for a mass majority to see it and therefore 
 P    
promote the product.
                                         P                                lacks term
Through out text C, the repetition of ‘”Potter’s Asthma Cure”’ is constant to get it stuck in 
       (P)
the readers head. In addition it’s displayed in speech marks giving the idea it’s being said,
                      fair point
but also making it stand out. The use of speech marks is used for all products associated 
   P AO2 sound point                                                 lacks terms
with the brand, ‘”Potter’s Asthma Cigarettes”’ and ‘”Potter’s Smoking Mixture”’. Also the 
     P      well observed – lacks analysis
ending of each paragraph is a sentence leading on to the next title, ‘”Potter’s Asthma Cure” 
                                                                    AO3 evaluating
is Almost Magical’ this technique makes it more likely a reader will follow on to the next 
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      P lacks terms
paragraph and also makes the key words stand out.
                                                                                    P				AO2	demonstrates	sensible	knowledge
There’s also a use of Norman Fairclough’s synthetic personalisation, opening with 
  lacks term                               P													 	 AO3	some	engagement					P
‘You’ and also the use of adjectives in reference to how asthma makes them feel, ‘painful 
        P    doesn’t	identify
and prostrating’. But also describing the feeling after with adjectives ‘ease, comfort and 

sweet soothing relief.’ 

                                                                                                     P        
Conventionally of text C it referrences the types of methods for taking it, ‘put a little on a 
   some engagement with details – lacks analysis                        P			sense	of	genre					P
plate’, or ‘use the inhaler’. This is conventional and the upselling sales technique of listing 
      P   more to be said …      P
the products and the inhalers price ‘one shilling’. The text has a lexical field of medicine with 
   P     AO4     P          P         AO3 evaluating
low frequency jargon like the noun ‘paroxysms’. Readers will find it comforting to believe an 
P     P    X                                             P         AO3 engaging
expert, but also the adjectives ‘marvellously’ and ‘magical’ make it seem amazing.

Strengths

• There is a clear focus on the question (addressing conventions of genre).

• A reasonable range of points are covered.

• The discussion demonstrates some sensible understanding of the text. 

• In places, there is clear evidence of engagement and evaluation.

Areas for improvement

• The discussion lacks development.

• Appropriate terminology is not always used.

• Opportunities for discussing contextual factors are missed.

• Sometimes the response is observational rather than analytical.

• Some minor technical inaccuracy.
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Example 3
                          P                                                                        missing focus of question??
Text A is the oldest text and therefore differs from present day Standard English to a higher 

extent than B and C. This is visible as genre, audience and purpose are all shared, 
                                                       AO4 some limited overview
conventions are shared between the three.
                                                                     AO4 P 
   On line 1 of Text A the 3rd person present tense affixation “-eth” is attached to the arcaic 
AO4					P 		 	 	 	 								P 			lacks	development										                
verb “groweth”, in reference to the coffee plants in Arabia. The diectic nature of the text 
                                                                            X                                  
“about half a pint” demonstrates the texts Middle English associations through the lack of 
          ??    point not clear
precise enumerators.
                                        AO4 P 	 	 			lacks	discussion	of	meaning
   The use of obsolete adjectives such as “lightsome” on line 16 furthers the differentiation 
observational                                                P
between A and the other texts. Irregular Capitalisation throughout, such as the common 
AO4    P lacks	engagement	with	meaning											punctuation	not	grammar	…
noun “Drink” further evidences the plethora of grammatical irregularities. The use of 
??		 	 	 	 	 							P 	 AO4				P
grammatically irregular intensifier and premodifying adjective phrase “most excellent” reflects 
	 	P focusing	on	question	P 	 discussion	lacks	development
a convention of the genre, in the positive description of the product.
     spelling – missing focus of question    AO4  P 
   The u/v interchange present on the verb “preuent”, further exemplifies the contrast in 

language between texts.                                                                       
		 	 	 	 										P	 	 	 	 	 AO4	P 
   The use of language specific to the semantic field is present in line 19, the arcaic noun 
	 	 										AO4	P 	 	 					lacks	engagement	with	meaning
“Defluxion” and common noun “posset” on line 12. A level of pejoration is clear when 
               point not clear
examining common noun “Crudities” on line 10.
                                                           missing focus of question
   Text B differs from A, primarily due to the orthography, being from only 5 years before the 
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release of the first English dictionary irregular spelling is less common yet still present.
                                                not in this context 
   The irregular capitalisation of intensifier “SO”, presents similarities with Text A when 
																																																								AO4		P   observational	point	–	no	engagement
examining lexis such as plural common noun “Skins”.
                                                                                                                                     X
   The irregular punctuation of text B can be evidenced on line 1 with the misused colon, 
                                                                                                              vague
“heightened : And …”, establishing a contrast from Text C where this isn’t present. 
                    X                 AO4     P 																																																	point	not	clear
   The post modifying adjective “nicest persons” establishes the clear amelioration that has 

occurred over time, on line 10.
                                                 AO4 valid link                                                   P  no development
   A difference in text B when comparing to text A would be the use of an anecdote, “The 
            quotation not embedded                                     ??
CASE of Mr DOWNS of Cold-Bath Fields”, the irregular capitalisation throughout this 
                                                                                                lacks engagement
heading presents a contrast with text C when observing a heading such as, “Relief-Instant 

Relief”.

Strengths

• The response demonstrates knowledge of language change. 

• There is some appropriate labelling of word classes/form. 

Areas for improvement

• There is no sustained focus on the question (genre). 

• Language change knowledge is not linked to genre/meaning.

• Much of the content is observational.

• There is little engagement with the meaning of the texts – and little sense of what they are 
about. 

• The range of terminology is narrow.

• Discussion lacks development.


